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To the Editor: We were pleased to read the very timely

editorial in this journal entitled COVID-19 Pandemic in

India: What Lies Ahead by the Mitra P et al. [1]. We would

like to commend the authors for providing valuable

insights into clinical epidemiology of COVID-19 and

comment on the evolving situation with recent evidence, to

complement the issues raised by the thought-provoking

editorial.

We are witnessing a mammoth global pandemic of

COVID-19, affecting 215 countries with 5,968,693 cases

and 365,796 deaths as of May 30, 2020 [2]. The present

epicenter has shifted to the United States with 1,749,846

cases and 102,900 deaths. SARS-CoV-2 cases in India are

also increasing with 1,75,957 cases and 4996 deaths being

reported as of May 30, 2020, with Maharashtra, Tamil

Nadu, Gujarat, Delhi, Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh

being the worst affected states [3]. Older adults are most

severely affected as noted by the authors; however, novel

pediatric manifestations resembling Kawasaki disease have

been recently recognized, marked by elevated biochemical

markers of inflammation including ferritin and D-dimers

[4], labeled recently as Multisystem Inflammatory Syn-

drome by the World Health Organization.

While several studies are underway for vaccines and

therapies for COVID-19 worldwide, a recent report showed

remdesivir, a nucleoside analog that causes premature viral

RNA (ribonucleic acid) chain termination thereby inhibit-

ing viral replication, to be effective in adult patients [5].

Interleukin-6 inhibitors like tocilizumab are also being

used as therapeutic agents, given the associated cytokine

storm with COVID-19 [6]. Therapy with convalescent

plasma has shown promise and a Phase II, Open Label,

Randomized Controlled Trial to Assess the Safety and

Efficacy of Convalescent Plasma to Limit COVID-19

associated Complications in Moderate Disease (PLACID

Trial) has been initiated by Indian Council of Medical

Research (ICMR) in 46 hospitals within India [7].

The authors have raised several important issues for the

pandemic in India. With the largest national lockdown to

contain the spread of virus in the country with a population

of 1.38 billion (imposed on March 25th, and later extended

in four stages till May 31st 2020), we could say that from

theoretically being at the highest risk of becoming the

epicentre for COVID-19, India has thus far been saved

from becoming the global hotspot. Until now, the case rate

in India is relatively low at 2 per million, fatality rate is

3.15 per number of cases, and recovery rate is 48% [3]. The

national strategy to contain the virus includes dividing state

districts into three zones based on number of coronavirus

cases, including Red/ Orange zones (where new cases are

emerging) and Green zones (those not reporting fresh cases
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for some time) [3]; and segregating healthcare facilities

across the country as Non-COVID and COVID facilities.

Three types of dedicated COVID facilities include COVID

care centers (for mild or suspected cases), COVID Health

centers (for moderate cases with basic life support facili-

ties) and COVID Hospitals (with fully equipped Intensive

care units with ventilators and oxygen support for sick

patients). Thus far, a total of 36, 11,599 patient-samples

have been tested for COVID-19 in India [3]. ICMR testing

protocol recommends reverse transcription polymerase

chain reaction as the confirmatory diagnostic test, however,

we agree with the authors that antibody testing would be

valuable for population-wide use for delineating people at

risk for disease transmission as well as acquisition. Pre-

sently, however, antibody testing is neither widespread nor

utilized except for pooled sampling.

Till now, COVID-19 in India has been addressed pre-

dominantly by containment measures (quarantine, isolation

of infected individuals, contact- tracing and reducing

movement of people in areas with high case-loads). How-

ever, with the recent rise in number of infected cases, it is

now time to shift focus from containment to community

mitigation, also known as ‘flattening the curve’ in epi-

demiological terms. Potential interventions include social

distancing, minimizing unnecessary exposure of vulnerable

population (individuals aged over 60 years, those with

cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory dis-

ease and cancer) by helping them stay at home, and edu-

cation of the masses. With planned relaxation of lockdown

in the coming days, implementing guidelines to prevent

COVID-19 infection at workplace and containment zones

would be paramount, including travel advisories, increased

use of tools like Arogya Setu app for contact tracing and

encouraging tele-consultations [3]. We concur with the

authors that an increase in the capacity for testing and

treatment, isolating confirmed cases, and tracing new cases

is needed to disrupt the transmission chain, and seems to be

the way forward in tackling this infection, till an effective

vaccine or cure becomes available.
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